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Who may be concerned by a charter deportation flight:
-People who have had a definite negative result of their asylum case
-People living in Austria under undocumented, irregular conditions
-The risk is generally higher if someone is already under severe pressure from
the authorities to leave Austria
-Trouble with Austrian law enforcement authorities and having a criminal case
on one’s record can increase the risk of deportation. But people who have
never had such problems are also concerned
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Situations of high risk to get arrested for deportation:
-If people regularly have to show up at the police station due to so-called
“gelinderes Mittel” imposed on them
-For people under deportation threat, it is dangerous to get in a situation of
“racial profiling” police controls. Such racist controls are common at certain
places like railway stations, but also at so-called hotspots, like metro stations
of U6. People under deportation threat should be aware of the danger of
visiting such places, especially with a mass deportation on the way
-The “Meldeadresse”, as an officially registered address, is the place where
the police will show up first if they are searching for you
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In general: Don’t hide your problem of deportation threat,
talk about it with other people, get organized against
deportations!
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